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The 4th Jan Eclipse and UK VAT rise; Queensland floods;
Monster blizzards and supercold USA UK & Europe; and
the BBC -Met Office Goebbels-esque pact.
The partial solar eclipse of 4th Jan
was marked by UK Value Added
Tax being hiked to its highest
level ever, Queensland floods
near peaking and the UK Met
Office claiming to a bizarre BBC
fanfare that they had secretly
predicted the supercold December
winter in Britain even though
their web site carried a mild
prediction! Such Goebbels-esque
cover-up of failure is matched
only by the New York Times
doublethink claim that the
monster blizzard there was caused
by Global Warming!
The facts are that both the
monster blizzard and the
supercold UK December were
predicted in LONG RANGE by
Piers Corbyn’s Solar Lunar
Action Technique (SLAT) weeks
& months before Global Warmist
idealogues and their media even
knew they had a problem.

The fact is the UK VAT rise
would not be necessary if
politicians drop the failed
ideology of man-made
climate change.
Rejection of the failed
pseudo-science of CO2 manmade climate change would
save the UK £18 billion per
year – £5bn more than the
VAT hike grab by the
exchequer!
The BBC the next day carried
predictable one sided psychoweather- babble like ‘Don’t worry
Goebbels Warming is real and we
confidently predict that this year
and next might turn less or more
extreme and more or less or err
there will still be weather.’
No attempt to ask those who
have answers!! Is this news
reportage or brainwashing? pto

Partial eclipse 4th Jan 2011 with spacecraft crossing sun’s face http://on.msnbc.com/eyFbRt
Near peak flood Rockhampton Queensland. Marker shows other peaks 1991, 1954 & 1918

Major flood years (or near years) 2011, 1992, 1973, 1954
& 1916 were all in the same phase of the eclipse cycle
- All had solar eclipses around 4th Jan &/or lunar eclipses a fortnight before / after.
Ironically the BBC and fellow warmists CNN carried clues to some of what is helping drive the present world weather
extremes. There are a lot of floods in Queensland but the flood level record post at Rockhampton, SE Queensland
shown on CNN and BBC carries dates 1991, 1954 and 1918 for other very major (and bigger – Shucks bang goes
another BBC ‘biggest ever due to.…’ innuendo scare ) floods. A further look at the records shows these dates were
near other serious flood dates and there
were also very serious floods in Australia
in some significant intermediate years and
provides a list of major peak floods
around 1916/18, 1954, 1973, 1991/1992
and 2011. See http://notrickszone.com/ for
marked graph here and information on
‘Southern Oscillation Index’.
Piers Corbyn, astrophysicist of
WeatherAction says “The Australian
floods show a combination of Southern
Oscillation Index signal (opposite to El
Nino) – which is solar driven – and the
eclipse cycle period of 19.000 years. It’s
not clockwork but the ongoing lunar
interaction with the solar wind in or close
to the years for which there are solar
eclipses on Jan 4th/ 5th & /or lunar
eclipses a fortnight before / after is a vital
factor in the jet stream blocking which
helped cause these massive flood events.
“Solar-magnetic and lunar beats pace Pacific and USA temperatures. It is also largely PREDICTABLE jet stream
blocking in either hemisphere which caused the extreme events which we warned last June would beset the world for
some time. We predicted the Russian heatwave and its ending – and the simultaneous ending of the Pakistan
superfloods in August 2010, the extreme cold spells in Britain & Europe in December 2010 when we against all others
predicted* the coldest December for 100 years and our New York monster blizzard to the day. The claim that CO2
drives extreme weather is a lie. Will the Global Warmers now claim that eclipses accompanying the advent of
floods and blizzards were caused by man-made CO2!? Politicians, please get real. The CO2 hypothesis of manmade climate change is completely discredited politically driven nonsense based on failed science and falsified* data
and is collapsing into a cult which relies on Gore/Goebbels-esque propaganda. It’s time now to say NO to all carbon
reduction scams such as carbon taxes, carbon trading, windfarms and the energy price hikes which pay for them.

2011 - Another year of weather extremes warns Piers
“Solar-lunar driven major jet stream blocking will continue through January and the whole of 2011 giving
more extreme cold and snowy / blizzardy spells in parts of USA, Britain and Europe though January continuing
into February and then not the sort of Spring and Summer the warmists want.
“The warmists will fail and fail again to predict what is coming and are now writing scripts to deceive the public into
believing that cold is warm by showing you “data” which has had 62% of recording station* they didn’t like removed.
“It was disgraceful to see Dr Liz Bentley of The Royal Meteorological Society mouthing warmist apologist inanities on
BBC news 24 on 5th Jan. I am a member of or have been associated with the RMS since schooldays and I know a lot of
members don’t agree with this propaganda and don’t recall ever been asked if the RMS should promote it.”
• FORECASTS of specific extreme events & key weather developments ongoing for USA & Indian Ocean
/Australia + updates are/will be available at nominal charges to subscribers to WeatherAction.com Extreme
Events ‘Rest of World’ via http://bit.ly/ax6p7H
• USEFUL LINKS - Met Office ‘KNEW’ in October (?!) it would be a cold winter http://bit.ly/enpCmN
- Met Office mild winter prediction also issued in October http://bit.ly/eg3Pfq and http://bit.ly/f3Hmt2
- *New Year Message Piers Corbyn/WeatherAction + links + discussion http://bit.ly/eyTeQH http://bit.ly/dNyyU7
- Brisbane area floods http://www.bom.gov.au/hydro/flood/qld/fld_history/brisbane_history.shtml
- Blizzard of Lies in New York Times http://bit.ly/i8gjst
- Standard ‘Warmist’ Meteorology has nowhere to go - http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews10No34.pdf
- 62% weather stations making 1970-80 coldest decade since 1950 cut to make 2000-10 'Warmest': Slide 9 http://bit.ly/bN0sSy

